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ABSTRACT
Cryptographic API misuse is responsible for a large number of software vulnerabilities. In many cases developers are
overburdened by the complex set of programming choices
and their security implications. Past studies have identified significant challenges when using cryptographic APIs
that lack a certain set of usability features (e. g. easy-to-use
documentation or meaningful warning and error messages)
leading to an especially high likelihood of writing functionally correct but insecure code.
To support software developers in writing more secure code,
this work investigates a novel approach aimed at these hardto-use cryptographic APIs. In a controlled online experiment with 53 participants, we study the effectiveness of
API-integrated security advice which informs about an API
misuse and places secure programming hints as guidance
close to the developer. This allows us to address insecure
cryptographic choices including encryption algorithms, key
sizes, modes of operation and hashing algorithms with helpful documentation in the guise of warnings. Whenever possible, the security advice proposes code changes to fix the
responsible security issues. We find that our approach significantly improves code security. 73% of the participants
who received the security advice fixed their insecure code.
We evaluate the opportunities and challenges of adopting
API-integrated security advice and illustrate the potential
to reduce the negative implications of cryptographic API
misuse and help developers write more secure code.

1

Introduction

A large number of software vulnerabilities are caused by developers who misuse security APIs [12,19,36]. Previous work
identified multiple trouble spots including secure network
connections [15], the use of permissions in mobile apps [17]
and the use of cryptographic APIs [1, 32]. Some of the most
serious data breaches in recent history were caused by not
properly using TLS to secure data in transit or not securely
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storing data in rest [12,19]. Such incidents affect millions or
even billions of users worldwide and jeopardize their security
and privacy.
In this work we focus on the challenges of using cryptographic APIs securely. Using cryptographic APIs correctly
in many cases requires detailed knowledge and overburdens
non-security expert developers on a regular basis. Acar et al.
conducted several studies and investigated the usability of
cryptographic APIs and the impact of information resources
developers use to solve programming questions on code security [1, 2]. They find that the design of cryptographic
APIs and the quality of available developer documentation
amongst other factors have a significant impact on code security. In particular, the availability of easy-to-understand
documentation and ready-to-use and functional code snippets helped participants in their studies to produce more
secure results. Motivated by their findings and results of
measurement studies of real world software repositories [2],
we design and implement a novel approach to help software
developers write more secure cryptographic code.
While there is previous work that tries to improve code security by enhancing API simplicity [23] or by providing IDE
plugins [29, 34], we propose a different and novel approach
that allows providers of existing and future cryptographic
APIs to improve code security. Therefore, they do not have
to change their programming interfaces, rely on the development and integration of plugins for integrated development environments (IDEs) or hope that security of unsafe
information sources such as Stack Overflow becomes better. Instead, we propose the integration of effective security advice directly into cryptographic APIs. We develop an
API-integrated security advice concept that provides context sensitive help and offers ready-to-use and secure code
snippets to fix security issues. We implement our approach
for Python and the PyCrypto cryptographic API and conduct a between-subjects online study with 53 experienced
Python developers. In the course of this study we try to
answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Does API-integrated security advice have a significant
effect on code security? With this research question we try
to assess the ability of our approach to improve code security. We analyze all changes made to the code after security
advice has been shown. We find that our approach had a
significant positive impact on 73% of our participants who
left their code insecure at the first place: They upgraded
bad cryptographic choices to secure ones.
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RQ2: Does API-integrated security advice have a significant
impact on perceived API usability? We were interested in
whether providing context sensitive security advice affects
the perceived usability of the PyCrypto API. We find that
while security significantly improved, the security advice had
no statistical significant impact on the perceived usability.
RQ3: How does our approach compare to other approaches?
Previous work by Acar et al. [1, 2] found that interfaces and
supported use cases of cryptographic APIs and the types
of information resources developers use have a significant
impact on code security. Nguyen et al. [34] tested their
Android studio plugin and found that their approach has a
significant contribution to code security.
We find that similar to high quality developer documentation, good API design and helpful IDE plugins, our approach
has a significantly positive effect on code security, but allows
API providers to improve code security for existing cryptographic APIs in a low-level approach without having to
change API design or relying on third party tools.
Our work makes the following contributions:
1. We design a security advice concept that is directly
integrated into an API, drawing on guidelines, suggestions and research on human factors on security APIs
and warning messages.
2. We implement our concept for the PyCrypto API.
3. We conduct a between-subjects online controlled experiment with experienced Python developers to test
the effectiveness of our approach.
4. We assess the real world applicability, limitations and
potential of API-integrated security advice, and conclude with lessons learned from our experiment.

2

Related Work

We discuss related work in two key areas: research on human
factors on security APIs and tools for developers; research
on security warning messages.
Research on Security APIs and Tools: Researchers
have investigated challenges developers have when interacting with security APIs and tools.
Both Wurster and Oorschot [41] and Green and Smith [22]
analyze the developers’ roles in writing secure software and
come to the conclusion that security is often only of secondary or tertiary concern for developers and that (security) APIs and libraries need to be designed with usability
in mind. Lo Iacono and Gorski [30] present a classification
of security APIs according to their abstraction level. They
evaluate their approach by investigating a set of popular
software development kits and conducting an online study
with developers. They find that developers prefer APIs that
provide comfortable abstractions and enable them to take
full control as required by the specific programming task.
Gorski and Lo Iacono propose a set of eleven characteristics
to evaluate security API usability as they find that security
API usability goes beyond general API usability [21].
Nadi et al. manually examined the top 100 Java cryptography posts on Stack Overflow and found that a majority of
problems were related to API complexity rather than a lack
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of domain knowledge [32]. Relatedly, Acar et al. investigated
how the use of different documentation resources affects developers’ security decisions, including decisions about certificate validation. They report that good usability and
the availability of ready-to-use and functional code snippets
as part of documentation significantly impacts code security [2]. Barik et al. [6] conducted an eye-tracking study to
investigate the use of Java compiler error messages finding
that the difficulty of reading error messages is comparable
to reading source code. Acar et al. conducted a controlled
experiment online and compared the usability of different
cryptographic libraries for Python [1]. They found that in
addition to safe defaults, the number of supported use cases
and the availability of good documentation have a significant impact on code security. Naiakshina et al. conducted a
qualitative developer study and investigated how computer
science students implemented secure password storage [33].
We develop and test a novel approach that supports developers using a security warning that presents context-sensitive
documentation and code snippets as part of an API.
Nguyen et al. present a plugin for the Android Studio IDE
called FixDroid which helps developers write more secure
code by highlighting insecure code and providing quick fixes.
In a user study they find that FixDroid users write significantly more secure code than participants without FixDroid [34]. Similarly, Krueger et al. present the CogniCrypt
tool which is an Eclipse IDE plugin for the Java programming language that helps developers to securely use cryptographic APIs by auto-generating secure code for common
tasks [29]. Xie et al. present and evaluate an Eclipse IDE
called ASIDE that interactively reminds programmers of secure programming practices [42]. Johnson et al. conducted
a user study and investigated why developers do not use
static analysis tools to find bugs and report that too many
false positives and complicated errors messages were significant hurdles for their participants [25]. We propose an IDEagnostic approach that allows API and library providers to
improve code security without having to rely on third parties
such as IDE plugins or static code analysis tools.
To the best of our knowledge, in contrast to previous work
our paper is the first to introduce and study security advice
as part of an API.
Research on Security Warnings: Researchers have investigated challenges in designing usable security warnings.
Due to a lack of related work for software developers we limit
the following presentation to previous work for warnings for
end-users.
Sunshine et al. conducted multiple studies to investigate the
effectiveness of SSL warnings and found while they could
improve warning message effectiveness still many participants clicked-through a warning. In addition to further
improve warnings, they recommend to reduce their occurrence [38]. Felt et al. experimented with SSL warnings for
Google Chrome and found that while they could not improve
the rate of comprehension of the warnings’ text significantly,
opinionated design drastically improved the warnings’ adherence rate [4, 16, 18].
Weinberger and Felt run a field study to investigate how long
the Chrome browser should store users’ decisions for SSL
warnings to minimize the effect of habituation [40]. Sim-
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ilarly, Vance et al. conduct an fMRI experiment to study
warning message habituation [39]. Both studies conclude
that the risk of habituation decreases after one week.
Almuhimedi et al. investigate factors that contribute to why
Chrome users click-through their malware warnings and find
that familiarity with a website had significant impact on
users’ click-through behavior [5]. Egelman et al. investigated
the difference between passive and active warnings against
phishing attacks and found that active warnings were more
successful [13]. Bravo-Lillo et al. designed and tested multiple attractors for security warnings [8].
Bauer et al. present and discuss a set of design guidelines
for warning messages [7]. Our approach follows their guidelines and includes lessons learned from other related work
presented above.
In contrast to end-users, our work is the first to investigate
a novel security warning concept targeted at software developers.

Figure 1: Design concept of our security feedback mechanism.

4.1
3

API Level Advantages

Making security advice part of the API has multiple advantages over other approaches:
Environment Agnostic: Integrating security advice into
an API instead of providing extensions or plugins for integrated development environments (IDEs) or editors (e. g. [29,
34]) makes the security warnings agnostic to developers’ programming environments. Instead of having to provide multiple extensions or plugins for different programming environments only one implementation for a particular API is
needed. API integration is not just agnostic to the IDE or
editor used but also to the way developers use programming
language interpreters or compilers. Security warnings that
are part of an API can provide helpful information in terminal as well as in IDE environments.
Immediate Feedback: Making security advice part of an
API can provide context sensitive and secure information
(e. g. secure code snippets or targeted information) as immediate feedback. Such an approach has the potential to
prevent developers from falling back on insecure information resources online such as Stack Overflow [2].
A Bottom Up Approach: An integrated feedback mechanism gives API providers the power to provide very specific
and context sensitive security advice and make it available
through the regular distribution channels of an API. API
users immediately benefit from feedback integration after
using an updated API version. Instead of having to install
or update external third party tools such as plugins or extensions, relying on the regular update channels of an API
has the potential to speed up distribution of feedback mechanisms.

4

Security Advice Design

Below we discuss design decisions for our security warning.
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Design Decisions

The main goal of our approach is to help users of security
APIs to avoid insecure programming choices whenever possible. However, due to the complex nature of security decisions and the fact that information security is not a top
priority [30] for many developers, we expected this to be
challenging.
There is no previous work on designing security warnings
with a specific focus on making secure programming choices.
Therefore, we based our work on previous research and lessons
learned from warning message design for end-users. Especially, the warning design guidelines by Bauer et al. [7] provide a comprehensive list of principles for designing security
warnings with a focus on end-users. We rely on their general and abstract principles for designing developer centered
security warnings. Thus we adapted design goals from their
guidelines and applied them to an API-integrated security
advice concept. Additionally, we considered lessons learned
from previous secure programming studies with software developers [1–3, 6].
Figure 1 illustrates the design concept of the security feedback mechanism we present below. Although we contribute
a design concept based on existing principles and lessons
learned, we do not comparatively evaluate different design
approaches in our work. We expect this to be future work.
Goal 1: Follow a Consistent Layout. In contrast to security
warnings for graphical user interfaces, an API-integrated security feedback mechanism that relies on terminal and console output only allows for limited interactions with users.
Interface control elements such as buttons are hardly available in such an environment.
However, we still aimed to provide a consistent look and feel
and layout concept for security warnings in different scenarios. Figure 1 illustrates all seven sections relevant for our
security warning. The upper left corner (1) is used to indicate a dangerous situation. We use section (2) to give a brief
description of the security warning’s root cause and section
(3) to point the developer to the file and line number that
triggered the warning. Section (4) is used to communicate
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consequences of using the insecure API calls that were responsible for the security warning. We use sections (5) and
(6) to provide context sensitive and actionable advice for the
developer. Section (5) provides actionable advice to improve
code security while section (6) shows information that allows
developers to turn off future security warnings. Section (7)
provides links to further background information.
Goal 2: Describe the Risk Comprehensively. We aim to
clearly and comprehensively communicate the underlying
risk to the developer. In contrast to TLS warnings [15] or
Android permission dialogs [17], our security warning does
not have to deal with false positives. Even in cases when developers made insecure choices intentionally, e.g., for backward compatibility requirements of legacy systems, a security warning is still a true positive.
We rely on sections (1), (2) and (4) to communicate the respective risk to the developer. Section (1) uses a red flashing
text icon “/!\”, indicating a warning sign. Additionally, we
integrated “WARNING” text in capital letters and red color
in section (1). Section (2) uses red colored text explaining
the root causes of the warning, e. g.: “You are using the weak
encryption algorithm RC4 (aka ARC4 or ARCFOUR)”. Additional details to communicate the existing risk and its potential consequences are provided in section (4). In case of
an RC4 warning, e.g., “The use of ARC4 puts the processed
data’s confidentiality at risk and may lead to data disclosure.”
Goal 3: Present Relevant Contextual Information. We aim
to present relevant contextual information including the specific location in the source code that triggered the security
advice. This helps developers to identify the insecure API
use that needs to be fixed. In addition to the filename and
line number, section (3) includes a snippet of the source code
that triggered the warning.
Goal 4: Offer Meaningful Options. The most crucial aspect
of a security warning is to offer meaningful options to get out
of the situation that triggered the warning. In our case we
expect the developer to modify code to either fix a security
issue or suppress the warning message for future runs (i. e.
click through the warning). In section (5) we provide a secure code snippet to turn the insecure code into secure code
and offer an insecure option in section (6) which disables
this specific security warning in future runs. Additionally,
we provide links to more background information such as
OWASP or NIST guidelines for secure programming.
Goal 5: Be Concise and Accurate. The guideline of Bauer
et al. [7] focused on the design of end-user warnings and recommends to refrain from technical jargon. However, since
we target software developers, we do not adopt this recommendation. Technical jargon from the software development
domain such as specific names, locations and values of source
codes are common elements for developers. Thus, we made
such terms part of the warning message. Terms, concepts,
technologies and standards from the cryptography domain,
however, can not be expected to be general knowledge of a
developer [1]. Hence, we omitted cryptographic jargon as
much as possible.
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Figure 2: Security advice design of the patched version of
PyCrypto triggered by an RC4 usage and displayed in a
terminal running python code.

5

Implementation

We implemented the security warning concept from above
for a subset of the PyCrypto API for the Python programming language. Figure 2 shows a sample security warning
for the insecure RC4 algorithm for symmetric encryption.
To assess API call security, we followed the classification
provided by Acar et al. [1].
Selecting Python and PyCrypto: We chose to use Python
for our experiment because it is very popular, used across
many communities and supports many different fields of application. Since Python is easy to read and write and has
a large user base [20] we reasoned that recruiting Python
developers for our study would be straightforward.
The Python cryptographic PyCrypto [35] API is widely
used amongst Python developers. The API provides low
level interfaces for cryptographic functionalities, features symmetric as well as asymmetric encryption and supports multiple hashing algorithms as well as some utility features.
PyCrypto comes with primarily auto-generated documentation that includes minimal code examples. The documentation recommends the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) and provides an example, but also describes the weaker
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Data Encryption Standard (DES) as cryptographically secure.1 The documentation warns against weak exclusiveor (XOR) encryption. However, the documentation does
not warn against using the default Electronic Code Book
(ECB) mode, or the default empty IV, neither of which is
secure. [11, 31]
We chose this API as Acar et al. [1] had identified that
developers using this API are likely to produce functionally
correct but insecure code. This indicates in general a high
potential for improvement. Furthermore, more than 30% of
307 participants in another study [3] preferred PyCrypto
over other cryptographic APIs for Python.

5.1

How our Patch works

The PyCrypto patch hooks specific API calls that create
instances of weak cryptographic objects such as the call to
Crypto.Cipher.ARC2.new() which creates a new cipher object that uses the insecure ARC2 [27] algorithm. Whenever
an insecure cryptographic object is created, our patch calls
an advice method that uses contextual information to show
a security warning. To fetch contextual information, the advice method relies on Python’s inspect module and accesses
the cryptographic object’s stack frame. The stack frame is
used to add information about the responsible file, the line
number in that file and the name of the method that triggered a new security warning. Using the respective stack
frame information and information about the cryptographic
object instantiation that called the security advice method
is then used to compile a context specific security warning
(cf. Section 4).

5.2

Covered API Calls

For the security warnings, we focused on aspects that we
wanted to test in a developer study later on (cf. Section 6).
Table 1 gives an overview of both the API calls the security
advice does cover and the API calls for which we did not
implement security warnings.
In particular, we addressed weak symmetric encryption algorithms (cf. Table 1) and recommended the use of the Advanced Encrytion Standard (AES) as a secure alternative.
This is in line with the recommendation of the official developer documentation of PyCrypto. The security warning
also recommended an upgrade from the insecure Electronic
Code Book (ECB) mode of operation to the secure counter
mode (CTR) streaming cipher. In general, we recommended
the counter mode (CTR) as a secure mode of operation in
all symmetric security warnings. CTR is considered a secure mode of operation and is recommended by the official
PyCrypto documentation.
In addition to security warnings for insecure symmetric encryption algorithms, we triggered security warnings for weak
hash algorithms (cf. Table 1) and recommended the use of
the SHA-512 hash function as a secure alternative.
In general, all security warnings we provided adhered to
the documentation to not confuse participants in case they
looked up programming questions.
1
This might be due to the fact that the library has last been
updated on 20 Jun 2014.
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5.3

Not Implemented

We did not implement a security warning for every insecure
cryptographic choice PyCrypto users can make. While
we implemented all features that affected the programming
tasks in our developer study (cf. Section 5.2), our patch
does not cover the PyCrypto API calls below.2
We did not implement security warnings for any of the public
key and digital signature schemes provided by PyCrypto
(cf. Table 1).

6

Developer Study

We used an online, between-subjects study to compare how
effectively developers could write correct, secure code using
either PyCrypto as a control, or our patched version of
PyCrypto with the security intervention. We recruited developers with demonstrated Python experience (on GitHub)
for an online study; we also recruited via mailing lists and
developer forums.
Participants were assigned to complete a short set of programming tasks; they were randomly assigned either the
PyCrypto control condition, or the PyCrypto patch condition, where we tested our security warning.
Within each condition, task order was randomized. All participants were given a symmetric encryption task and a symmetric key generation and storage task.
After finishing the tasks, participants completed a brief exit
survey about the experience. We examined participants’
submitted code for functional correctness and security.
Ethics and Pre-testing: Due to the location of our universities, there was no formal IRB process. We did, however, model our study material and procedures after an IRBapproved study and adhered to the strict German data and
privacy protection laws.
We conducted expert reviews for the design and implementation of our security advice. Therefore, we asked experienced
human computer interaction researchers to walk through the
warnings and give us feedback. Additionally, we pre-tested
the functionality of our PyCrypto patch extensively with
participants we excluded from the study later on.

6.1

Study Design

Our study has two conditions; it is modeled closely after
the Acar et al. 2017 study on cryptographic Python APIs,
which compared the usability of five cryptographic APIs for
Python, namely PyCrypto, cryptography.io, M2Crypto,
Keyczar and PyNaCl [1], in a between-subjects study for
symmetric and asymmetric encryption via three symmetric
or four asymmetric programming tasks: (a) a key generation and storage task, (b) an encryption and decryption
task, (c) key derivation (symmetric condition only), (d) certificate validation (asymmetric condition only). They find
that usability varies wildly across libraries and tasks, with
poor usability contributing to insecure code.
In our study, we compare the PyCrypto library to our
patched version of PyCrypto. The PyCrypto condition
2
However, extending the patch to cover a more comprehensive list of features is possible.
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Triggers a Security Warning

Not Implemented

Security Advice

Crypto.Cipher
PKCS1 OAEP
PKCS1 v1 5

Crypto.Cipher
AES.new(k, AES.MODE ECB, iv)
→ AES.new(k, AES.MODE CTR, iv)
CAST.new(k, CAST.MODE ECB, iv)
→ CAST.new(k, CAST.MODE CTR, iv)

CAST.new(length(k) < 128 bit, mode, iv) 



ARC2.new(k, mode, iv)




DES.new(k, mode, iv)
DES3.new(k, mode, iv)
→ AES.new(k, AES.MODE CTR, iv)


Blowfish.new(k, mode, iv)




XOR.new(k, mode, iv)


ARC4.new(k, mode, iv)




Crypto.Hash
MD2.new()
MD4.new()
MD5.new()
RIPEMD.new()
SHA.new()

Crypto.Signature
PKCS1 PSS
PKCS1 v1 5



Crypto.PublicKey
DSA
ElGamal
RSA







Crypto.Util
RFC1751
strxor



















→ SHA512.new()





Crypto.Protocol
AllOrNothing.isInt







Table 1: All implemented/not implemented PyCrypto API calls. Implemented calls trigger security warnings; k is the key
parameter; iv is the initialization vector parameter. Not implemented calls did not affect our study results, as they were not
useful for our selection of study tasks.

serves as a control. In this study, we focus on symmetric
encryption only, and only assign two tasks in random order:
In an online Python coding environment [37], our participants were asked to solve two randomly ordered tasks – a
symmetric encryption and key generation and storage task
– after which they were asked to complete an exit survey
that asked usability questions about the library they used
in their condition, familiarity with programming in general
and Python in particular, and demographic information. In
the PyCrypto patch condition, participants were asked to
solve both programming tasks with the pre-installed patched
PyCrypto version that showed our security advice when
triggered according to Section 5.2. Participants could then
take the advice for their final solution; ignoring or bypassing
the security advice was also possible. In the PyCrypto condition, participants were asked to solve the same two tasks
without the support of security advice. Our control condition replicates the 2017 PyCrypto condition for a subset of
two out of three of the original tasks [1]. We can therefore
not only compare our results across our conditions, but also
to the 2017 study.

allowed us to assign study results and GitHub statistics to
the invited email addresses.

6.2

6.3

Recruitment and Framing

Our study reuses most of the infrastructure of the publicly
available Developer Observatory [1,37], and our recruitment
strategy closely resembles that described in past studies with
the same framework. To gain meaningful, ecologically valid
results, we aimed to recruit developers familiar with Python.
We sent a total of 38,533 email invites to randomly sampled
contributors from 100,000 publicly available Python repositories. We additionally posted invitations in Python forums
and sent emails to our personal network.
In our invitation, we asked Python developers to participate
in a Python study via an online code editor. Our invitations
did not mention a security or cryptography context to avoid
biasing potential participants. The invitation email included
links to learn more about the study and to blacklist the
recipient email from any further communication related to
our research, a request which we honored. The participation
link contained a unique pseudonymous identifier (ID), which
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Recipients who clicked the link to participate in the study
were sent to a landing page containing a consent form. Once
they confirmed their legal age, consented to the study and
were comfortable with participating in the study in English, they were introduced to the study framing previously
used by Acar et al. [1]. We asked participants to imagine
they were developing code for an app called CitizenMeasure, “a new global monitoring system that will allow citizenscientists to travel to remote locations and make measurements about such issues as water pollution, deforestation,
child labor, and human trafficking. Please keep in mind that
our citizen-scientists may be operating in locations that are
potentially dangerous, collecting information that powerful
interests want kept secret. Our citizen scientists may have
their devices confiscated and hacked.” We hoped that this
framing would both engage participants’ interest and nudge
them to attempt to write secure code. We also gave instructions for the study infrastructure, which we describe next.

Experiment Infrastructure

Our online developer study uses our publicly available framework (cf. [37]). The framework allows participants to write
and test cryptographic code in their browser, is based on a
Jupyter Notebook environment [26] and was hosted on our
server. This allowed us to control the development environment including available libraries (PyCrypto in this study)
and to retrieve written code and corresponding metadata
(e.g., copy&paste events).
As our security advice implementation (cf. Section 5) uses
ANSI ESCAPE sequences [24] to colorize text in diverse
terminals on various platforms, we had to update Jupyter
Notebook to the latest version 4.4.0 in order to be able to
display our warning appropriately (ANSI colors were not
processed correctly by Jupyter until version 4.1.0). Due to
API changes we had to adjust some parts of the Developer
Observatories implementation. Depending on conditions,
the original version of PyCrypto or the patched version of
PyCrypto were used by a participant. Because both share
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(Security) Information Flow

6.4

PyCrypto Implementation
PyCrypto

Security Advice Patch
PyCrypto API

Task Implementation

Python Project

Documentation

Code
Examples

External
Ressources

Interpreter
processing implementation
Logging facility
Print to...
Operating System

Jupyter Notebook Browser IDE
Homogeneous test system
of Developer Observatory
Jupyter Terminal
Scheme, Position, Size, Sounds,
Character Encoding

Task Design

To be able to compare our results not only to our own
control, but also to past results both in functionality outcome, security outcome and usability, we re-used a subset
of tasks from the Acar et al. study on the usability of cryptographic APIs [1]. These tasks had previously been chosen to be “short enough so that the uncompensated participants would be likely to complete them before losing interest, but still complex enough to be interesting and allow
for some mistakes” and designed to “model real world problems that Python developers could reasonably be expected
to encounter in their professional career.” We chose two symmetric encryption tasks: generating an encryption key and
storing it securely in a password-protected file, and using
the key to encrypt some plain text.
For both tasks, participants were provided with stub code
and some commented instructions. These stubs were designed to make the task clear and ensure the results could be
easily evaluated. We also provided a main method pre-filled
with code to test the provided stubs. This helped orient participants and saved time, but it did prevent us from learning
how participants might have designed their own tests.

Figure 3: Security Information Flows in development environments through the example of the cryptographic Python
API PyCrypto and Developer Observatory [37]

We also asked participants to please use only the PyCrypto
documentation, if at all possible, and to report (in comments) any additional documentation resources they consulted. Task order was randomized between participants.

exactly the same name space and the identical API, we installed each library in a virtual Python 2.7.12 environment
of which only one was used as kernel in Jupyter.

Replication: In the control group, participants were asked
to solve the tasks using PyCrypto as-is. Except for a
change in task design (i.e., removing the decryption task),
this condition is identical with the Acar et al. study PyCrypto condition for their set of symmetric tasks.

Figure 3 illustrates how the information of our security advice is technically transferred from the patched PyCrypto
API via the Python intepreter and Python logging facility
to the participants homogeneous test environment of Developer Observatory.
To prevent interference between participants, each participant was assigned to a Notebook running on a separate
Amazon Web Service (AWS) instance. We maintained a
pool of prepared instances so that each new participant
could begin without waiting for an instance to boot. Instances were shut down when each participant finished, to
avoid between-subjects contamination.
Tasks were shown one at a time, with a progress indicator
showing that the participant had completed, e. g., 1 of 2
tasks. For each task, participants were given buttons to
“Run and test” their code, and to move on using “Solved,
next task” or “Not solved, but next task.” After each button
press, we stored the participant’s current code, along with
metadata like timing, in a remote database.
Allowing participants to write and execute Python code
presents serious security concerns. To mitigate this, we removed all unnecessary software packages from the AWS image. We used the AWS firewall to restrict incoming traffic to
port 80 and prevent outgoing traffic other than to our study
database, which was password protected and restricted to
sanitized insert commands. All instances were shut down
within 4 hours of the last observed participant activity.
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Security Advice Condition: Participants in the PyCrypto
patch condition were asked to solve the same set of tasks using PyCrypto; they were not alerted that they were using a
patched version of PyCrypto. If they successfully executed
functional code that was insecure according to the classification in Table 1, and the insecure programming choice was
covered by the patched version of PyCrypto, the respective
warning message was shown.

6.5

Exit Survey

Once both tasks had been completed or abandoned, the participants were directed to a short exit survey. We asked for
their opinions about the tasks they had completed and the
PyCrypto API, including the Acar et al. usability questionnaire for security APIs [1]. We also collected their demographics and programming experience. The participant’s
code for each task was displayed (imported from our database)
for their reference with each question about that task. We
were also interested in whether participants perceived the
security warning at all, if it was helpful and if participants
could recall the security warning’s content. The Exit survey
can be found in the Appendix D.

6.6

Evaluating Solutions

We based our analysis on the code submitted for each task by
our participants. Submitted solutions were evaluated both
for functional correctness and security. We evaluated each
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task independently with two coders based on a subset of the
codebook provided by [1]. Disagreements between the two
coders were adjudicated by a third coder allowing us to solve
all conflicts.
Functionality: For each programming task, we assigned a
participant a functionality score of 1 if the code ran without
errors, passed the tests and completed the assigned task, or
0 if not.
Security: We assigned security scores only to those solutions which were graded as functional. To determine a security score, we considered several different security parameters. Our scoring followed the relevant parts of the security
scoring in [1]. Still we give a brief summary of the security
scoring we applied.
For key generation, we checked key size and randomness.
For key storage we checked if encryption keys were actually
encrypted and if a proper encryption key was derived from
the password we provided. For key derivation, we scored
use of a static or empty salt, HMAC-SHA1 or below as the
pseudorandom function, and less than 10,000 iterations as
insecure. For the symmetric encryption task, participants
had to select encryption parameters. Therefore, we scored
the security of the chosen encryption algorithm, mode of operation, and initialization vector. We scored ARC2, ARC4,
Blowfish, (3)DES, and XOR as insecure, and AES as secure.
We scored the ECB as an insecure mode of operation and
scored CBC, CTR and CFB as secure. Static, zero or empty
initialization vectors were scored insecure.
We calculated Krippendorff’ alpha [28] for the initial coding
by two coders across all security codes; α = 0.764, which is
within reasonable bounds for agreement [14]. Conflicts were
resolved afterwards.
Participant Stories: In addition to our assessment of code
functionality and security, we analyzed participants’ code
in detail, qualitatively, based on the recorded code and
console output that we automatically stored for each test
run of code. We recreated the sequence of task solutions
that each participant executed, the participant story, where
we could see whether they were shown our security advice
and which version was shown, whether or not they subsequently adapted their code to incorporate our suggestions,
and whether or not this reaction lead to a secure version
of their solution. We additionally see whether they reported
having seen a warning in the exit survey, and whether or not
they perceived it as useful. We use these participant stories
to give insight into four questions: (1) did the developers see
the warning?, (2) did they react by modifying their code?
(3) did they use our examples in their code? and (4) did
this consideration lead to improved code security?

7

Data Analysis

In our data analysis, we use the non-parametric MannWhitney-U test (MWU) to compare two groups with continuous responses, compare categorical responses with Person’s chi-squared test (χ2 ) or instead with Fisher’s exact test
where applicable, and fit regression models to our results.
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For each regression analysis, we consider a set of candidate
models and select the model with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [9]. In cases when we consider results
on a per-task rather than a per-participant basis, we use a
mixed model that adds a random intercept to account for
multiple tasks from the same participant. We consider candidate models consisting of the required factors “Task” and
“Warning displayed”, as well as (where applicable) the participant random intercept, plus every possible combination
of the optional variables. Required factors, optional factors,
and corresponding baseline values are described in Table 2.
We present the outcome of our regressions in tables where
each row contains a factor and the corresponding change of
the analyzed outcome in relation to the baseline of the given
factor. For logistic regressions, the odds ratio (O.R.) measures change in likelihood of the targeted outcome in relation
to the baseline factor O.R. of one. Linear regression models measure change from baseline factors with a coefficient
(Coef.) of zero for the value of the outcome. For each factor
of a model, we also list a 95% confidence interval (C.I.) and
a p-value indicating statistical significance.

8

Results

We present the results for our study based on 53 valid participants. Participants were generally successful in functionally
solving the tasks, while security results varied across conditions, the patched condition being an improvement over
PyCrypto where applicable. This improvement was pronounced: participants who wrote code that triggered a warning message were 15× as likely to convert it to a secure condition as opposed to participants who wrote similar insecure
code in the PyCrypto condition. However, the effectiveness of our PyCrypto patch was negatively impacted by
the limited applicability of the warnings.

8.1

Participants

We recruited participants for our study by sending email
invitations to GitHub developers (cf. Figure 4) and by advertising the study in developer forums. Of 38,533 sent invitation emails, 3,422 (8.9%) bounced and 65 (0.2%) recipients
requested to be removed from our mailing list.

Figure 4: Boxplots comparing invited participants with valid
participants and participants from Acar et al. [1]. The center line indicates the median; the boxes indicate the first and
third quartiles. The whiskers extend to ±1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers greater than 150 were truncated
for space.
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Factor

Description

Baseline

Required
Task
Warning
Participant

Performed task (Storage or Encryption).
True or False, whether a warning was displayed.
Random effect accounting for repeated measures.

Encryption
False
n/a

Optional
Used documentation
Development experience
Python experience
PyCrypto experience
Security task experience

True or False, used API documentation, self-reported.
Development experience in years, self-reported.
Python programming experience in years, self-reported.
Previous experience with the PyCrypto library (used, seen, none), self-reported.
Previous experience in solving security tasks (written, seen, none), self-reported.

False
n/a
n/a
None
None

Table 2: Factors used in regression models. Model candidates were defined using all possible combinations of optional factors,
with the required factors included in every candidate. Final models were selected by minimum AIC. Categorical factors are
individually compared to the baseline.

We received no reports of technical errors with the survey
infrastructure; one participant refused to participate in the
study, because our Amazon AWS instances were not accessible via HTTPS. One participant refused to participate because he perceived our invitation email to be dubious.

this to 34 dropouts out of 62 who started the PyCrypto
condition. The increased count of starting participants was
due to an effort to counterbalance for the limited applicability of the warnings.

8.3

272 people agreed to the consent form and 177 started working on the tasks. Of those, 70 finished the tasks and 68 completed the exit survey. We excluded 15 participants since results indicated a lack of serious answers (4) or were the result
of curious clicking-through (3). Unless stated otherwise, we
report results for the remaining 53 valid participants which
finished the tasks and completed our exit survey.

Generally, participants were well able to solve tasks: 87.8%
of attempted tasks were functional (89.7% functional in the
PyCrypto condition, 85.9% in the PyCrypto patch condition).
We were unable to observe a significant impact, positive
or negative, of our warning messages on results, as shown
in Table 3. Since the warning message was only presented
after functionally correct code was executed, this is to be
expected. However, the interruption caused by the warning
message did not cause developers to break their code.

The majority of our 53 valid participants reported being
male (49, 92.5%) while the remaining participants reported
being female (1), other (1), or preferred to not answer (2).
The reported age was between 20 and 60 (Mean 34.9, SD
8.1). 44 of our participants received invitation emails as
GitHub developers, while the remaining 9 were recruited on
developer forums. Our participants reported a mean developer experience of 15.8 years (SD 8.2, prefer not to answer:
3) and a mean Python experience of 8.44 years (SD 4.7, prefer not to answer: 3). 48 reported their occupation as being
professionals and 3 reported being students (Both: 1, prefer
not to answer: 1).

8.2

Factor

O.R.

C.I.

p-value

Storage Task
Warning displayed

0.00
0.22

[0, ∞]
[0.03, 1.9]

0.972
0.169

Development experience
Python experience

0.95
1.19

[0.84, 1.07]
[0.93, 1.52]

0.369
0.169

Table 3: Results of the final logistic regression model examining whether displayed warnings affect task functionality.
Odds ratio (O.R.) indicates relative likelihood of a task being functional. Some trends are observable but no results
are statistically significant. See Table 2 for further details.

Dropouts

95 did not continue to the study while 177 started the first
programming tasks by clicking the begin button. 57 participants stopped in the key storage task, additional 44 in the
content encryption task and 4 in the final test routine before
finishing the online programming part of the study. 29 had
written code to solve a task in contrast to 76 who did not
modify any text in the Jupyter notebook. 5 dropped out of
our PyCrypto patch condition after having triggered security advice. 70 proceeded to the exit survey. 68 participants
finished the exit survey of which we had to exclude 15 persons due to non serious participation and technical issues in
our infrastructure.

8.4

We saw that out of 115 participants in the PyCrypto patch
condition, 90 participants dropped out of whom 5 were shown
a warning. However, the 26 who finished the study were
shown 11 warnings, so we assume that seeing a warning was
not a strong reason to drop out of the study. We compare
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Results for Functionality

Results for Security

For security, we observed 26.9% secure solutions in the PyCrypto condition; compared with 50.7% in the PyCrypto
patch condition. We were not able to obtain a meaningful
regression model (cf. Appendix B), caused by the small number of tasks that triggered and ended up with insecure code
in the PyCrypto patch condition (11), as well as the small
number of tasks that would have triggered a warning but
were not modified to be secure in the PyCrypto condition
(22). We followed this inconclusive model up with Fisher’s
exact test (cf. Table 4, which was significant (p<0.01), with
an odds ratio of 56. The warning messages were noticed by
participants who saw them, which was clear both from selfreported memory of them as well as changes in their code:
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Secure
F T
Warning

F
T

21
3

1
8

Table 4: Contingency table for secure task solutions and
triggered warnings used in our Fisher’s exact test.
Factor

Coef.

C.I.

p-value

Warning displayed

0.00

[0, 112.51]

0.271

Development experience
Python experience

0.67
0.73

[0.35, 1.27]
[0.23, 2.3]

0.229
0.595

Figure 5: Likert-plot showing our participants’ perceptions
regarding functionality and security of their solutions. “I
don’t know” answers were omitted.

Table 5: Linear regression model examining usability perceived by participants. See Table 2 for further details.

8.5

the warning message lead to a change from initial insecure
code to a secure solution in most cases (8 out of 11). Generally, the applicability of the warning message was limited;
it applied to 24 of 44 insecure solutions across conditions,
and was shown in 11 of 22 insecure cases in the PyCrypto
patch condition.

Participants were asked to rate their functional and security
success after completing the tasks (cf. Figure 5). Interestingly, we found that for the encryption tasks, all participants
who saw the warning message were correct in assessing their
solution’s security. We compare this to the control condition, where, for the encryption task, only 66% task security
ratings were correct in cases where the warning would have
applied. In the key storage task in the patched condition,
73% of assessments were correct, while all assessments were
correct in the control group.

Impact of Intervention on Perceived Usability: API
usability as interpreted by answers to questionnaire by Acar
et al. [1] based on the Cognitive Dimensions framework [10]
did not change for better or worse with the warning (cf.
Table 5). This is to be expected, as only one of our 10
questions that are calculated into the usability score focus
on meaningful warning/error messages. We investigate in
detail the answers to the following questions:
W1 The security warnings displayed in the console helped
to solve this task.
W2 When I made a mistake, I got a meaningful error message/exception.
W3 Using the information from the error message/exception,
it was easy to fix my mistake.
We transform agreement on a 5-point likert-scale as follows:
neutral is represented by 0, while strong disagreement is
represented by −2 and strong agreement is represented by
+2. The mean agreement to W1 was 1 (median = 1) in
the PyCrypto condition compared with 0.76 (median =
1) in the PyCrypto patch condition (MWU-test; U=32.5;
p=0.4205). Participants gave a mean agreement of 0.593
(median = 1) to W2 in the PyCrypto condition compared
with 0.833 (median = 1) in the PyCrypto patch condition
(MWU-test; U=384; p=0.2167), and a mean agreement of
of 0.846 (median = 1) to W3 in the PyCrypto condition
compared with 0.917 (median = 1) in the PyCrypto patch
condition (MWU-test; U=296; p=0.7484). We interpret this
as a generally positive impression of our warning, despite our
preliminary fear of annoying or overwhelming developers.
However, even in these specific cases, perceptions were not
significantly more positive or negative than in the control
condition.
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Detailed Task Analysis

Participant Stories: From the collected participants’ stories we derived further qualitative results. When focusing
on the content encryption task, 7 participants were shown
a security warning. All of them saw and remembered it, as
they reported in the exit survey. 2 of the 7 participants did
not choose to use our guidance to improve their code. One
tried to suppress the advice, another one ignored it. The
remaining 5 participants accepted the advice and modified
their code: 2 of them adopted the example code provided by
the advice; they later stated their satisfaction: “The warning helpfully directed me towards an improved solution, and
provided example code” and “The warning explained clearly
that DES was considered as insecure, and provided an example to use AES instead. This helped me solving this task
in a more secure manner ”. The remaining 3 participants
partially followed the advice: they did adapt their code in
response to the warning, but chose a different mode of operation than was suggested in the warning. The proposed solution recommended the use of standard encryption algorithm
AES in counter (CTR) mode. The 3 participant instantiated AES in cipher block chaining (CBC) mode instead. A
closer look at their code revealed that 2 of them appeared
to have problems in transferring the suggested code snippet
into running code. While this points to a usability problem
with the warning/advice, we were able to observe that 4 out
of 5 participants who modified their code in reaction to our
warning at least attempted to adhere to our suggestion. Altogether, 5 out of 7 participants who saw the warning for the
encryption task modified their code into a secure solution.
We could observe similar behavior for the key generation
and storage task. Here, 4 participants were shown security
advice; all of them noticed the warning. One ignored the
warning; the remaining 3 modified their code. One adopted
the suggested code snippet as-is; the other 2 chose CBC
mode instead of CTR mode.
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warning message design for end-users. Additionally, we considered lessons learned from previous work on secure programming studies. After manual pre-testing and expert reviews, we opted for a solution shown in Figure 1. However,
there might be more effective designs we did not consider
(e. g. following an opinionated design approach might provide better results). Although this is a limitation of our
current approach, results for our solution show a significant
positive impact on code security. Hence, we leave changes to
the design and comparing different versions to future work.

Figure 6: Comparison between secure solution percentages
of libraries from Acar et al. [1] and our PyCrypto Control/Patch data. To match our tasks, only symmetric encryption tasks are considered for libraries from Acar et al.

Security Advice Implementation: The implementation
of our security advice does not cover all possible insecure
choices PyCrypto users can make, e.g. we did not implement security warnings for PyCrypto’s asymmetric API
(cf. Section 5), however, these were not included in our
study design. We address participants using APIs not covered by our security advice, as well as cases where we failed
to show security advice (e.g., non-random IVs for symmetric
tasks) in our data analysis (cf. Section 7).

Our participants created a similar level of functional tasks
as compared to the 2017 study (cf. Figure 6). However,
our control group achieved better security results than the
original study.

User Study: We decided to conduct an online study over
a laboratory study because it is difficult to recruit software
developers (rather than students) at a reasonable cost. This
design decision allowed us less control over the study environment. On the other side, we were able to recruit a
geographically diverse set of participants. Sadly, we could
not simply recruit participants from an online service such
as Amazon Mechanical Turk for end-user focused studies.
Since it is difficult to manage participants compensations
outside such infrastructures, we did not offer our participants compensation. Due to the combination of unsolicited
email invites and no compensation we expected a strong
self-selection bias and are aware of the fact that our results
might not necessarily be representative for all developers
but in particular for those who are interested and motivated
enough to participate. Our participants seem to be more
active than average GitHub users (cf. Appendix A). However, these limitations apply across both conditions. In any
online study, some participants may not provide full effort,
or may answer haphazardly. We attempted to remove any
obviously low-quality data before analysis, but cannot discriminate perfectly. Additionally, we tested a simple and
limited scenario, which may have limited applicability to
complex real world code.

Participants in the PyCrypto patch condition of our study
achieved a higher level of security than our own control
group, which places the PyCrypto patch condition among
the better-performing of libraries. While the effect of more
experience applies here, too, it is interesting to see that this
result was achieved without changes to the API abstraction level, learnability, documentation, Stack Overflow or
the study design. Additional details about common errors
of our participants compared to PyCrypto library users
from Acar et al. [1] can be found in Appendix C.

Real-world applicability: Critically, a real-world roll-out
of our advice is contingent on buy-in from library developers.
While this requirement severely limits employment across
all libraries, several cryptographic library developers have
reached out after the 2017 study and showed commitment
to improve their libraries’ usability. We therefore hope that
our study is not only of academic relevance, but can and will
be applied to libraries with a large userbase.

Limited applicability of warning message: The programming tasks in our study were designed in a way participants had to only use symmetric cryptography. Thus
we did not cover insecure asymmetric API features (cf. Table 1). However, 4 participants in the patch condition solved
tasks by using asymmetric methods. They implemented key
derivation for asymmetric RSA keys or applied RSA to encrypt keys and messages. Our security advice implementation were not able to help these participants using symmetric
cryptography since it is not possible to give task sensitive
advice at this position. For this reason we had to exclude
these tasks from the detailed analysis.

8.6

Replication Results

Our study is based on the study that compared the usability of different cryptographic APIs conducted by Acar et
al. [1]. This section discusses the aspects we replicated and
the replication results.

9

Limitations

We address multiple limitations below:
Security Advice Design: The design of our security advice is based on heuristics defined by previous research from
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10

Discussion

Overall, we found that our API-integrated security advice
had a significantly positive effect on code security. However, we only tested a first implementation of our approach.
Changing parameters such as text or advice design might
result in even more secure code. We leave this to future
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Functionality

Security

Usability

Information Source [2]
Cryptographic Library [1]
FixDroid [34]

3
3
7

3
3
3

—
3
—

Security Advice

7

3

7

Table 6: Comparison of the impact of our security warning
compared to previous investigations of the impact of other
factors on code security.

work. The majority of the participants who were shown
a security warning, fixed their code. Interestingly, showing
participants a security warning had no effect on the functionality of participant solutions. Also, the perceived usability
of PyCrypto as a cryptographic API was not affected by
the security warning. Only one participant who received the
advice, suppressed security warnings for future runs and two
participants copied secure code snippets from a warning into
their code.
Other Approaches: Comparing our security advice approach to previous work yields interesting results. Similar
to high quality developer documentation, simple programming interfaces or IDE plugins our approach has a positive
impact on code security. However, in contrast we could not
find a positive effect on functionality (cf. Table 6). Also, in
contrast to API design, our warning did not have a positive
impact on perceived API usability.
However, our approach has multiple advantages in terms of
deployability (cf. Section 4) and allows API providers to
improve code security for existing cryptographic APIs in a
bottom-up approach without having to change API design
or relying on third party tools.
Lessons Learned: Most importantly we learned that APIintegrated security advice can have a significant impact on
code security. The majority of the participants who received
security advice turned insecure code into secure code. Also,
the adherence rate to our security advice (73%) was similar
to adherence rates for browser warnings reported in previous
work [15]. However, additionally we learned that designing
and implementing effective security advice is challenging and
has its limitations. Providing context sensitive information
and secure and ready-to-use code snippets is complex and
requires future work.
Future Work: Our work leaves room for future work in
multiple directions.
While we evaluated API-integrated security advice for
Python’s PyCrypto API and reported a significantly positive effect on code security, it is unclear to which extent
our concept can be applied to other security APIs. Hence,
we aim to implement and test similar security warning concepts for a number of other security APIs such as for secure
networking (e. g. TLS and HTTPS) or authentication (e. g.
OAuth) as suggested by [30].

a first attempt at security advice. However, we only chose
one specific design to test, and did not conduct any testing
against other designs. Likely, the concrete design, content
and presentation of the security advice can be improved.
Future work could investigate the effect of an opinionated
design approach or other security indicators. Warning message research for end-users showed significant impact of such
factors on security (cf. [15]). Also, the integration of our
approach in an integrated development environment (IDE)
needs to be considered.
We conducted a between-subjects first contact study. In
future work we plan to conduct a large scale in-situ field
experiment to investigate the impact of habituation and fatigue on our approach.

11

In this paper, we evaluate the first API-integrated security
advice for cryptographic APIs. We follow design guidelines
by Bauer et al. [7] and consider lessons learned from previous work on human factors research for software developers. We implement a first design approach for Python’s
PyCrypto API and use the Developer Observatory framework [37] to conduct a between-subjects online controlled
experiment. We evaluate the impact of our security advice
on code security and perceived API usability and put our results in perspective of other approaches that try to support
developers to write more secure cryptographic code.
Overall, we find that our security advice had a significantly
positive impact on code security (RQ1) and did not affect
the perceived API usability of our participants (RQ2). Similar to other approaches in previous work, the presented security advice helps to improve code security. Differently
from other work, our approach allows API providers themselves to fix security and usability shortcomings of their interfaces without having to change programming interfaces or
relying on resources outside their sphere of influence, such
as third party information resources, IDE plugins or static
code analysis tools (RQ3).

12
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We followed security warning design guidelines by Bauer et
al. [7] and considered lessons learned from related work on
developer usable security research (cf. [1, 2, 34]) to design
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APPENDIX
A

Participants

Age

Youngest, Oldest
Prefer not to answer
Mean years (SD)

20, 60
3
34.9 (8.1)

Sex

Male
Female
Other
Prefer not to answer

49
1
1
2

Recruitment

GitHub
Other

44
9

Experience

Mean development years (SD)
Mean Python years (SD)
Prefer not to answer

Occupation

Pro
Student
Both
Prefer not to answer

Demographic

15.8 (8.2)
8.44 (4.7)
3
48
3
1
1

Invited Valid

Hireable
Company listed
URL to Blog
Biography added
Location provided

20.7%
41.4%
49.4%
19.1%
63.9%

13.0%
30.4%
47.8%
21.7%
65.2%

Public gists (median)
Public repositories (median)
Following (users, median)
Followers (users, median)
GitHub profile creation (days ago, median)
GitHub profile last update (days ago, median)

2.0
6.0
25.0
30.0
3.0
4.0
14.0
13.0
2431.0 2589.0
30.0
30.0

Table 7: GitHub-related demographics for invited users and
valid GitHub participants.
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Error

Our Study

Acar et al.

No Encryption
Weak Algorithm
Weak Mode
Static IV

0 (0.00%)
10 (35.71%)
9 (32.14%)
11 (39.29%)

0 (0.00%)
17 (41.46%)
23 (56.10%)
29 (70.73%)

Participants

53

41

(100%)

Did you use the PyCrypto API documentation to solve
this task?
• Yes
• No

(100%)

If Yes: Please rate your agreement to the following statements:

The documentation was helpful in solving this task.

Table 10: Common errors in the encryption task of our participants compared to PyCrypto library users from Acar
et al. [1].

• strongly agree
• agree
• neutral

B

Regression Model

• disagree
• strongly disagree

Factor

O.R.

C.I.

p-value

Warning displayed
Storage Task

4.70
0.13

[0.04, 492.14]
[0.01, 1.25]

0.515
0.078

Development experience

1.11

[0.88, 1.39]

0.378

• I don’t know

Which parts of the documentation did you use?
Did you see any security warnings while working on
this task?

Table 8: Results of the final logistic regression model examining whether displayed warnings improve task security in
cases where a warning would have been triggered. Odds ratio (O.R.) indicates relative likelihood of a task being secure.
Some trends are observable but not results are statistically
significant. See Table 2 for further details.

C

• Yes
• No
If Yes: Please rate your agreement to the following statements:

The security warnings displayed in the console helped
to solve this task.

Replication
Error

• strongly agree
• agree

Our Study

Acar et al.

1 (3.57%)
9 (32.14%)
7 (25.00%)
9 (32.14%)

4 (9.76%)
11 (26.83%)
14 (34.15%)
3 (7.31%)

No KDF
Custom KDF
KDF Salt
KDF Algorithm
KDF Iterations

16 (57.14%)
16 (57.15%)
1 (3.57%)
3 (10.71%)
1 (3.57%)

15 (36.59%)
11 (26.83%)
1 (2.44%)
1 (2.44%)
2 (4.88%)

Please explain why the security warnings were helpful
or rather unhelpful.

Participants

53

41

D.2

Key In Plain
Weak Cipher
Weak Mode
Static IV

(100%)

• neutral
• disagree
• strongly disagree
• I don’t know

• freetext answer

(100%)

Table 9: Common errors in the key file task of our participants compared to PyCrypto library users from Acar et
al. [1].

D

Have you used the PyCrypto library before? For example, maybe you worked on a project that used PyCrypto, but someone else wrote that portion of the code.

Exit Survey Questions

D.1

General questions about previous experience

• I have used PyCrypto before

Task-specific questions: Asked about each
task

• I have seen PyCrypto used but have not used it myself
• No, neither
• I don’t know

Please rate your agreement to the following statements:

I think I solved this task correctly.
•
•
•
•
•
•

strongly agree
agree
neutral
disagree
strongly disagree
I don’t know

Have you used or seen code for tasks similar to the
tasks given in the study before? For example, maybe
you worked on a project that included a similar task,
but someone else wrote that portion of the code.
• I have written similar code
• I have seen similar code but have not written it myself
• No, neither
• I don’t know

I think I solved this task securely.
•
•
•
•
•
•

strongly agree
agree
neutral
disagree
strongly disagree
I don’t know
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D.3

Usability perception

Please rate your agreement to the following questions on a scale
from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree.’ (strongly agree; agree;
neutral; disagree; strongly disagree; does not apply)
• I had to understand how most of the assigned library works
in order to complete the tasks.
• It would be easy and require only small changes to change
parameters or configuration later without breaking my code.

Which text editor do you use?
• free text

What IDE do you use?
• free text

Do you use other tools for software development?
• free text

• After doing these tasks, I think I have a good understanding
of the assigned library overall.

D.6

• I only had to read a little of the documentation for the
assigned library to understand the concepts that I needed
for these tasks.

What type(s) of software do you develop?

Demographic Questions

• Web Applications
• Mobile Applications

• The names of classes and methods in the assigned library
corresponded well to the functions they provided.

• Desktop Applications

• It was straightforward and easy to implement the given tasks
using the assigned library.

• Embedded Applications

• When I accessed the assigned library documentation, it was
easy to find useful help.

• Other:

• In the documentation, I found helpful explanations
• In the documentation, I found helpful code examples.

• Enterprise Applications

How many years of development experience do you
have?
• Number field 0-100

• When I made a mistake, I got a meaningful error message/exception.
• Using the information from the error message/exception, it
was easy to fix my mistake.

• Prefer not to answer

How many years have you been programming in Python?
• Number field 0-100

D.4

Message design assessment

Please rate your agreement to the following statements concerning
this console warning:

• Prefer not to answer

What is your current occupation?
• Freelance developer

[Example security advice figure]

• Industrial developer

How helpful would you rate... (not helpful at all; somewhat unhelpful; neutral; somewhat helpful; very helpful; I don’t know)

• Industrial researcher
• Academic researcher

• ...the risk explanation?

• Graduate student

• ...the recommendation for secure action?

• Undergraduate student

• ...the given code example?

• Prefer not to answer

• ...the described option for insecure action?

• Other:

• ...the given background information?
• ...the structure of this security advice?

What is your gender?

• ...the amount of information in the message?

• Female

• ...the appearance of this kind of messages when using the
PyCrypto Library?

• Male

What aspects of the warning could be improved, in
your opinion?
• free text

D.5

Development Environment

Please tell us some details about your usual Python software development tool chain.

• Prefer not to answer
• Other:

What country do you live in?
• Please choose. . . (Dropdown)

How old are you?
• Free text for number of years
• Prefer not to answer

Which console do you use?
• free text
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